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About This Game

A.R.E.S.: Extinction Agenda is the first chapter in a full featured episodic hardcore action packed side scrolling platformer, in
the traditions of retro classics, where you play as Ares, a combat robot created for the sole purpose of saving humanity. Can you

live up to the task or will you be reduced to nuts and bolts?
You are Ares, the first Zytron immune robot. A symbol of how far human technology has come, you are the most advanced

robot in existence; built to run faster, jump higher, and fire quicker. In addition to these core attributes, your design includes a
system for converting spare parts and resources into valuable items, armor, and weaponry. You will need to use everything at

your disposal in order to reach and rescue the survivors aboard the Zytron infected space station.

Key features:

Play through various locations in the A.R.E.S. universe, each a beautiful, unique, 3D environment with challenging
obstacles.

You are the ultimate weapon with the ultimate sidekick – Collect the secret items and get power up to become a perfect
weapon.

Come face to face with colossal opponents, learn their patterns to defeat them in battle.

Destroy enemies, collect their parts, and then recycle them to make incredible items, including health packs, ammo, and
weapon upgrades.
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this looks like a nice skin. Fun, and with some interesting concepts. I really like the idea of social classes occupying residential
areas, being able to build per social class services, and different social classes not tolerating each other (meaning you may want
to avoid mixing them up).

But this implementation of these ideas is very buggy -- it freezes up way too often just to display a bunch of errors on my
screen. It also does not tolerate alttabbing (this is on 64bit Windows 8.1 and NVidia GTX 770). And I may be missing
something, but I can't see autosave happening.

This means I've started off a couple of times already, but don't have any savegame to speak of.

I'd say you may want to try it out, but bugs mean I found it too painful to actually play the game -- especially in face of
competition.. awesome artwork and story! the art and characters are potrayed in detailed and beautiful drawing. Flowers
background music are soothing... it always reminds me of spring, gentle wind and tthe warm sunlight. For characters... I think
I'm in love with Mayuri-san and Suoh too. The yuri is pure, so I'd recommend it to those people who are new to yuri or shoujo
ai. 9/10. Little, dorky, cheap, and good. I like it well enough. It's easy to pick up and put down.. This in an awesome addition to
the game. Great deal of fun is available in this DLC.

I will do some pros and cons for the DLC

PROS
-3 new maps which are pretty good
-New game mode to play; Dreadnought Assault which is something like Capture and Control game mode but with an addition of
a Dreadnought
-Dreadnought is a badass machine that can hold off everything almost on his own but if you support it you're bound to win
-There's a Chaos Dreadnought and a Space Marine Dreadnought and they both are same in terms of performance, the only
exception is that one fights for the Dark Gods and other one for the Emperor
-Dreadnought has 2 weapons: Autocannon which is an awesome weapon to mow down enemies as they close in on you, but if
you cannot hold them at range with Autocannon you also have a Melta Gun which fries everything that gets in your melee range
-Dreadnought has an insta-kill melee so it's fun to watch your dead enemies fly around

CONS
-Dreadnoughts have only 1 color scheme, Ultramarines for Loyalists and Black Legion for Traitors
-Not many people play on the DLC maps so you won't be playing them regularly
-Not many people own the DLC so you won't be playing Dreadnought Assault all the time but there are events scheduled to play
it in the Steam group by the name of "red thirst"

I recommend it. 8\/10 would be a Dreadnought again!. I 'beat' the game, but after getting over the hurdle of your first trade guild
it's just going through the motions.

A good basis for a game, and it's not buggy or poorly designed, I just feel like it wasn't taken far enough to be compelling.

More hero customization and more variety in obstacles would have gone a long way, and the guild hall customization was
completely moot after the first trade guild (you just build everything and set the upkeep to max then forget it for the rest of the
game.)

Worth a couple of bucks, but don't stress yourself sticking through to the 'end', when you start to feel bored that really is all
there is to it.
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A quick experience but fun nonetheless.. Cons:
- Crashed without saving any progress after completing 8 levels
- very strange and unintuitive mechanics in some cases. For example, you lose your money and tokens if you run out of time, but
keep them when dying from fire. WTF?
- poor upgrade system
- quite bad tutorial: bombarding with information in the first minute of play
- minor control issues (mouse and keyboard)

Pros:
- Core gameplay in ok
- music is nice

Overall, would not recommend it. Somewhat unusual game, but not good enough. Excellent game.

The atmosphere was great. especially the music. Incredible enemy design. Refreshing little gem.. I am very much in love with
the 'Indie' genre of games. It is inspirational when I hear a group of only a few people who go through the effort of making a
game all by themselves. This game, being my game nomination of the year, has amazing art, an amazing soundtrack, a great
storyline and decently appealing gameplay which makes for a fantastic game altogether. The only difference is, it was made by
only one man.. Steins;Gate with stands. Tl;dr, I found this game boring after the first eight semi-repetitve levels. Complete cart-
based physics sim, with almost no challenge after you clear the first level and uinderstand the physics conrtols acting on it.

The first level I fell off about 6 to 9 times while I figured out how big the cart is on the platform and how fast you need to go to
make the jumps. After that, between the second to the eighth level, I think I fell off a total of four times. And the final part that
cemented my feels toward it was when I got stuck at one point with two wheels off, unable to move. And try as I might there
didn't seem to be a pause and reset feature (maybe I didn't hit the right combo of buttons). But after that I was bored and done
with the game.

It felt like a 3D POV mario cart platformer.. Camerabag Photo Basically Camerabag 3.0.

Nice upgrade to what is one of the best kept secret apps around. I have a full version of Adobe Creative Cloud and time and
again I would reach for Camera Bag 2 vs Lightroom because it just so much quicker to use, with a much better GUI!

CB 3.0 seems to have some real upgrades under the hood with far more options and presets than 2.0. It works better with 21:9
Displays and ultra HD screens (seems to scale the UI better now). And although it won't totally replace the need for stuff like
Lightroom for pro' work, it is a very handy tool to have installed for fast results.

So for correcting scanned or digital photos or adjusting them for use online there really isn't anything free or paid to rival CB 3
for price or speed of use. I got a discount as a CB2 owner to upgrade, so was a total no brainer for me! But even at full price vs
the subs to pay for lightroom-PS per month it's worth thinking about or watching for a sale on steam.

Great for laptop use in while 'out and about' with very low hardware needs. Works great on Win 10 64 bit on a multiscreen ultra
HD system no issue.

Key New features:

Spit Screen 'tabs' to load the original image (horzontically or vertically) and then see the changes you are making in realtime.
New hotkeys. Colour grading wheels and bit of extra work on the Shadows adjustment side. And loads of new Presets. Plus you
can now use your own images for picture borders or as a 'watermark' (Branding logo) with basic scale-anchor-opacity controls.

Two thumbs up from me.. great sequel
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